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The 30-Minute Golf Lesson:
For Men

Rick Serling’s

Focus Edition:
Chipping&Putting

Welcome to

This could arguably be the two most important parts of a golf game.

Regardless of how good you are striking the ball off the tee and hitting 
your shots to the green - what you do around and on the greens will 

tell the tale of how well your rounds come out.

Between these two parts of the game, most tour players devote about
1/2 to 2/3 of their practice time. Week in and week out, this is what tells
the story of how well they do. The same applies to your game.

I have been known to tell my students - " If you can't putt, you really don't
need to bother much with the rest of the game!" Understanding how a good
putting stroke works can start you out well along the path to becoming an
excellent putter. From that point on - it's a matter of devoting the practice time.

Now, this part of the short game called "Chipping" is another critically needed
skill on the way to building a solid consistent game. This shot is the one that
you find yourself doing generally when you are laying 10-50 feet or so off the 
edge of the green. The big effort in these cases is to do what the world of golf 
calls "Getting up-and-down"... one chip shot onto the green (up) and one putt 
into the hole (down) for two shots total. Makes for great scores!

The basics of these two parts of the game are relatively simple as you will see. 
What takes the time, is the devotion to practicing them. The major part to suc-
ceeding with both, is the ability to develop "feel"... how hard to strike the shot. 

That is what takes all the time...

... but make no mistake - great feel will turn you into a great player.

Enjoy this manual... and best of luck with your golf game!
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Here are some things for you to think about
when it comes to Chipping and Putting:

Notice the similarity in the strokes.

A note on Chipping:  Chip shots most 

normally occur right around the green. 

However today you see many Tour Pros use 

this low-ish running shot up to 30-40 yards 

out, depending on the conditions.

In Putting, what is considered the “regulation” 

number of putts that should be taken on each 

hole, is 2. In an 18-hole round, the regulation

number of putts would be 36. This would be

an excellent goal to strive for, for the Beginner 

and High-Handicapper!

For Beginners and High-Handicappers, 

Chip Shots will occur on literally every hole

you play!!

The “Par” for any given hole is arrived upon 
by how many shots the USGA (United States 
Golf Association) determines it should take 
to reach that hole + 2 putts. For example: 
If they have determined a hole is a Par 5, 
they have calculated that a golfer should be 
able to reach the green in 3 shots and then 
with 2 putts have a total score of 5.

Strong similarities:

     The triangles appear to be rocking back 
     and forth. Exactly right!! Both strokes are 
     done by rocking your shoulders.

      Notice the “V”s showing the angle of the 
wrist and club in both strokes. They never
change throughout the strokes indicating
that there has been no movement of the 
hands and wrists.

Look at the pics to the left of the Chipping 

and Putting stroke sequences. Notice that:

     

      

Putting

Chipping

Chipping and Putting:
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Facts about Putting

From the previous page you noticed that your hands, arms and shoulders form a triangle. 
To make a simple straight-back-straight-thru stroke, you rock the triangle, rocking your 
left shoulder slightly down and back and the right shoulder slightly down and through.

Rock your shoulders back and thru

Back of the left hand faces the hole
In the straight-back-straight-thru putting stroke, your palms face each other on the grip - 

the back of your left hand faces straight forward.  The big key in the thru stroke - especially 
 at the finish of the stroke is - the back of your left hand is facing the hole - it has not turned!!

 

Putting is a very personal thing.
The set-up in Putting is a very personal thing. There is very little that can be considered right or wrong. 

What Putter should you use?
Like the set-up in Putting, putters are a very personal thing. There are dozens of different sizes and shapes! 

Great putting has a lot to do with feel. You need to get to a local golf shop and try as many putters as you can. 

Choose the one that feels best to you. One thing that I recommend in the beginning is to use a standard length 

putter as opposed to some of these very long ones, which is a whole other style and requires additional lessons.

 
Putting Grip

Note: The top of the 

putter grip is flat. It is 

the only club like that. 

That flat area is where 

your thumbs live! 

This is quite simple. 

Both thumbs run 

straight down the flat 

top part of the grip.

Your palms face each 

other and the back of

your left hand faces 

straight forward. 

 
Do not let it rotate 
during the stroke!

Standard putting grip

Take your left pointer 

finger and place it 

over the pinky finger 

of your right hand,  

or the finger next to 

the pinky finger... 

whichever is more 

comfortable.

Left hand low putting grip

The majority of Tour Players putt 

with a standard grip, where the right 

hand is below the left. However, many 

Tour players now use a grip where the 

left hand is below the right, as seen 

above, to keep their right hand from 

becoming overly-active and create even 

more of a wristless, shoulder stroke. 

I strongly suggest you try both ways.

The reason for the slight down movement of the shoulders as they rock is - if you simply try to rock 
them back and forth without a little down movement your shoulders will tend to turn in both directions.  

No wrists or arm strokes! Shoulders only. Also - Head, hips and legs - dead still. Everything but the shoulders are still.

You will see as many different putting styles as there are golfers!! Most of it is simply getting comfortable over the ball. 

Some people stand with their feet wide, others closer together. Some stand straight, others bend over more. Experiment! 

Find a set-up that is good for you. Here you see a place to start. A good putting set-up that is used by many Tour Players. 
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Straight-back-Straight-thru

There are several different schools of thought on Putting. I am an old-
fashioned Putter. I like the stroke that was used by many of the old great 
tour players of the past and is actually still used by many today. It is called: 
straight-back-and-straight-through. It is the simplest to repeat consistently.

It really is as simple as that! And the big key to doing it is very easy. 
It is the way that all the great players make their putting stroke: 
They rock their shoulders!!! 
 

Straight-back-Straight-thru practice exercise

Place one of your irons on the ground. Set up in your 

putting stance, parallel to the club with your putter, 

placing it on top of the shaft with the center mark of 

the putter right over the center of the shaft (shown here).

Here is a simple yet very effective practice exercise 

that will give you the exact look and feel of the

straight-back-straight-thru putting stroke. 

Make some continuous, rhythmic putting strokes 

and as you do watch the center line on the putter to 

make sure it is staying right on the center of the club 

shaft as it moves back and forth.

Obviously you would not watch the putter go back and

forth in your regular stroke, but here you do, so that you 

can visualize and feel what the straight-back-straight-thru

stroke is like - a very valuable exercise!

Œ

�

Ž

�

backthru

 
A Simple Putting Exercise
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Putting - The SetUp

I like to talk about Putting first, because with the Putting stroke and the Chipping 

stroke being so similar, I find that for the Beginner and High-Handicapper, once 

they get the Putting stroke down, it makes it much easier to learn Chipping.

As you will see, your Chipping stroke is your Putting stroke with the addition of 

a "mini down-and-through" motion to help pop the ball in the air just a little. 

Arms can either
hang straight down 
relaxed or slightly 
bent. Your arms 
hang down under 
your shoulders. 
They do not stick 
out away from 
your body.

Knees are 
slightly bent, 
legs relaxed.

toe line

target 
line

The ball position is
about 75% of the 
way to your front foot.

Your hands 
position slightly
forward, about
even with the ball. 

Your eyes should be 
directly over the ball 
or just a little bit
inside of it.

Setting up to Putt
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 X X

Make sure you keep
the putter low to the
ground, back and thru...
No lifting it.

The Putting Sequence
The  key to great putting: Rock your shoulders.

Your head and view stays absolutely still.

Œ

�

Ž

�

� A still head and focus is absolutely critical to becoming a good putter.

Important!! - Look at my head throughout this putting stroke -  
It has not turned or moved at all during the entire stroke. 

On long putts... 
I do not turn my head and look down the line 
until I feel the putt is half way to the hole. 

You must see the putter strike the ball
and then continue to look at the spot under where the ball was. 

 

 

On short putts... 
The same thing applies - I do not turn my head down the line until 
I feel the ball is half way to the hole. This takes discipline!
There is a real urge on short putts to follow the putt to hole 
the minute the putter strikes the ball. Don’t do it!!

Backswing and Thru swing
are roughly the same length.
Keep it compact. Do not get
a long putting stroke--

Though occasionally you will see the ball back more toward 
the middle of the stance, many of the Tour Players position 
the ball somewhat more forward in their stance, as seen here.

There is no movement
of your knees or legs
at all during the putting
stroke. The only thing
you should feel is your
shoulders rocking back
and through.

Now for a really
simple, effective
stroke, just rock
your shoulders 
back in a nice
compact backswing. Notice that the

"triangle" shape 
is maintained
throughout
the stroke,
indicating that
there has been
no wrists in the
stroke at all!!

My eyes are 
still focused on
the spot where 
the ball was 
before I struck
it - until I feel
it is well on its
way to the hole.

The back of my
left hand faces
the hole showing
that it has not
turned at all.

Same for the thru
stroke. Simply rock
your shoulders forward
in a nice compact 
thru swing.
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Describing the Chip Shot

The shot we are discussing here shouldn’t be confused with the “pitch shot”. 

That shot is the one that basically occurs from about 50 yards on in and generally is 
thrown higher in the air and made to stop when it hits the green, hopefully next to the hole!!

This is a far easier shot to learn and far more versatile... 
For the Beginner, High-Handicapper and Intermediate golfer... 

this arguably may be the most valuable shot you have in the bag!

This shot occurs mainly in the short grass, close to and around the green. Usually it is about 20 feet 
on in and generally, as a Beginner, High-Handicap golfer, you will see this shot a lot!! - - so practice it. 

This shot is very easy to learn. The key is getting a good feel for the distance of these shots. 
And unfortunately, for that there is no lesson!  That part simply takes lots of practice!  

The theme of this shot is "minimum air and maximum ground". You want the ball to 
fly a short distance with a low flight and get down on the green running, as soon as possible.  
It is not intended to hit the green and then come to a quick stop.

Here is the good news...
Because this shot has a low short flight, the stroke for hitting it is extremely similar to your Putting stroke! 
Once you get the shoulder rocking motion of Putting down, this is an easy shot to learn!!

How do you judge how far the ball should go in the air?

Again...  The theme of this shot is maximum ground, minimum air. 
You want the ball low in flight and down and running within a short distance.

Though there is no exact shot-to-shot measure to the chip... a pretty good 
rule of thumb and place to start is - you want the ball to travel about 1/3 of 
the way to the hole in the air, made up of its first bounce and two short 
hops after that. From there on it is down and running like a putt!!

That shot is another day, another lesson! 
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Chipping - the SetUp

Which clubs do you use for this chip shot?

Consider these things when choosing your club:

Many of the pros use a lot of different clubs for this shot. 
I like to use anything from the 7-iron through the sand wedge (7,8,9,PW,SW).

The lower the number of the club, the lower the ball will fly and the more it runs when it lands. 

1  How far you are from the green.     

2  How far is it to the hole once you clear the edge of the green.  

3  Are you facing anything other than a flat, clear run-up to the green.       

4  What kind grass is your ball sitting in and how good or bad is your lie.

Target 
 line

Toe
 line

Set yourself up with your feet pointing 
a little bit left of your target line.

Arms hang 
down under
shoulders 
relaxed. 

The ball is placed off the
inside of your right foot.

Your hands 
position forward.

Your weight 
distributes
60% left, 
40% right.
It stays that
way throughout
the shot.
No weight shift.

target line

toe line

Setting up to hit a chip shot
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It is also important to note, that as in Putting, your stroke is low going back and 
low going through. Do not pick the club up.

It is the key to making a good Chipping stroke as well. In fact, if you utilize your 
same shoulder rocking stroke to chip...you should have excellent results!

Some good chippers will also employ a mini-down-and-thru move in their stroke
to help pop the ball low in the air. If so, this is a mini down-and-thru, not a big divot 
taking move like in the full swing! It is just a little clip of the ground, right after striking 
the ball.

Œ

�

Ž

The Chipping Sequence
Hopefully, you have read the section on Putting and have 

had a chance to practice the shoulder rocking stroke! 

Grip is choked 
well down.

Hands are ahead.

Your weight 
favors your 
left side 
about 60/40.

Narrow stance.
Feet about 8"-12" 
apart and slightly 
open (faced left) 
of the target line.

 target line

The ball is 
placed off 
the inside of 
your right foot. 

 X  X

Backswing and Through swing
are roughly the same length

Keep your 
weight
on your 
left side.
Don't allow
it to shift to 
the right
as you would 
in a normal 
Backswing.

Important!
This angle 
between the 
right forearm 
and the club 
shaft remains 
the same
throughout 
this shot.

Angle is still 
the same!
This indicates 
that you have 
not used your
wrists with 
this shot!

You finish the
chip shot with
the club and
your left arm 
out in front 
of you -
literally
in a straight
line as seen
here.

My head has not turned down the line. I am still looking 
at the spot underneath where the ball was. I make sure 
the ball is long-gone before I turn my head through. 
You must see the club strike the ball!
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